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Abstra t:

This paper presents a method for dete ting independent temporally-persistent

motion patterns in image sequen es. The result is a des ription of the dynami

ontent of

video sequen es in terms of moving obje ts, their number, image postion and approximate
motion. It provides for ea h dete ted motion pattern a lo al traje tory as well as a onden e
level in the dete tion. The method is based on lo al motion measurements extra ted from
short video segments. These measurements are mapped in an adequate grouping spa e where
independent traje tories
handled in an

The method was su
moving obje ts, stati
method

orrespond to distin t

a ontrario

lusters. The automati

luster dete tion is

framework, whi h is general and involves no parameter tuning.

essfully applied to real video sequen es featuring rigid and non-rigid
and mobile

ameras, and distra ting motions.

The output of this

ould initialize tra king algorithms. Appli ations of interest are robot navigation,

ar-driver assistan e, video surveillan e and a tivity re ognition.

Key-words:

oherent motion dete tion, lo al traje tories,

a ontrario

grouping, visual

motion analysis
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Déte tion de mouvements

ohérents par groupement

spatio-temporel

Résumé :

a ontrario

Ce do ument présente une méthode pour déte ter des motifs de mouvements

indépendants persistants au ours du temps. Cette méthode permet d'obtenir une des ription
du

ontenu dynamique d'une séquen e vidéo en termes d'objets mobiles : leur nombre, leurs

positions dans l'image et leurs dépla ements.

Chaque motif de mouvement déte té est

ara térisé par une traje toire lo ale et un niveau de
l'a

onan e. La méthode s'appuie sur

umulation de mesures lo ales de dépla ement sur des segments vidéo

espa e de groupement soigneusement

hoisi les traje toires indépendantes

des groupes distin ts de mesures. Un algorithme de déte tion
es groupes automatiquement. La méthode a été testée ave
réelles aux

ourts. Dans un
orrespondent à

a ontrario permet d'extraire

su

ontenus variés : objets mobiles rigides et non-rigides,

ès sur des séquen es vidéo
améra statique ou mobile,

présen e de mouvements parasites. Les éléments de traje toires extraits par
peuvent servir à initialiser de manière robuste des algorithmes de suivi.
possibles sont la navigation en robotique, l'assistan e à la
ainsi que la re onnaissan e de

Mots- lés :

ette méthode

Les appli ations

onduite, la vidéo-surveillan e

ontenus.

déte tion de mouvements

ontratrio, analyse du mouvement visuel

ohérents, traje toires lo ales, groupement

a
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Introdu tion

1.1

Problem setting

A general problem in motion analysis is the early reliable dete tion of pie es of traje tories of
moving obje ts in natural image sequen es. A
is of

urately and e iently solving this problem

ru ial interest for appli ations su h as robot navigation and

ar-driver assistan e (in-

volving mobile obsta le dete tion and avoidan e), or video-surveillan e and human a tivity
re ognition. A
dynami

ording to Ullman [1℄, the most fundamental questions when analysing the

ontent of a video sequen e are (in in reasing order of

omplexity):

1. Are there moving obje ts in the observed s ene?
2. How many?
3. Where are they?
4. What is their motion?
The method proposed in this paper aims at answering these four questions within a unied
framework.

The overall obje tive is to dete t temporally-persistent independent motion

patterns. In other words, the goal is to dete t one short-term traje tory for ea h moving
obje t of the s ene.

Based on

hara teristi

image features, lo al motion measurements

are extra ted from the image sequen e and mapped into a well-spe ied motion spa e. In
this grouping spa e, independent obje ts moving along traje tories form
framework.

The involved

lusters.

These

a ontrario

luster dete tion

luster dete tion algorithm is fully automati

and provides a

lusters are dete ted automati ally by means of an innovative
onden e level for ea h dete ted obje t traje tory.

It seems to us that there is a gap to be lled between two types of issues.
hand, there are motion dete tion methods.

Most methods are a tually

On one

loser to

hange

dete tion, sin e they make de ision on very lo al time intervals, with no real sear h of any
spatio-temporal

oheren e [2, 3℄. As a

onsequen e, signi ant moving obje ts

distinguished from parasiti al motion. The temporal

annot be

ontent alone is usually very noisy;

hen e, lo al spatial (and possibly temporal) regularity is usually introdu ed, whi h is the
simplest mean to enfor e temporal

oheren e [4℄. On the other hand, if the position of a

given moving obje t is known, e ient methods allow one to tra k them. Many algorithms
are variations or extensions of the

elebrated Kalman lter. Re ent progress based on the

non-linear parti le ltering approa h led to very impressive results able to handle o
shape deformation, et

lusions,

[5, 6, 7℄. The weak point of these methods is their initialization whi h

is usually supervised.
The method proposed in this paper may be

onsidered as addressing simultaneously

oherent motion dete tion and tra k initialization. The purpose is to de ide upon the existen e of small pie es of traje tories on short durations (typi ally 10 or 20 frames). Dete tion
thresholds for extra ting these pie es of traje tories are

omputed automati ally. It is

lear

that su h thresholds exist also from a per eptual point of view. As an example, a slowly
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moving obje t has to be observed for a long time to be dete ted. Hen e, there should be
a relation between the size of an obje t, its velo ity, the duration of observation and its
dete tability. When dealing with digital image sequen es, dete tability is also inuen ed by
image quality. The method des ribed in this paper uses a dete tion prin iple, intuited by
Helmholtz and formulated by Desolneux, Moisan and Morel [8℄ (also following works by Attneave [9℄ and Lowe [10℄). It states that a parti ular
it

annot o

1.2

ur by

han e, i.e., it

onguration is per eptually relevant if

ontradi ts a general random stru ture of the observations.

Overall strategy

The purpose of this work is to extra t geometri al eviden e for moving obje ts from a set
of su

essive digital images (about 10-20). More pre isely, is it possible to prove that image

parts along a sequen e display lo ally a
With whi h degree of

The strategy is the following.
su

oherent motion, and dene a pie e of traje tory?

onden e?
First, lo al motion measurements are extra ted from

essive pairs of images. These measurements are based on

hara teristi

image features

su h as similarity invariant pie es of level lines [11℄, SIFT des riptors [12℄ or KLT features [13,
14℄. These features have to be lo al enough, be ause of partial o

lusions, shadows, et . If

the duration of observation is short enough, the motion of obje ts is approximately re tilinear
with a

onstant velo ity. This velo ity, as well as the position of the shape element at time

t = 0 is, in this simple

ase,

This results in a point in

ompletely determined by the displa ement between two images.

R4 :

two real

oordinates for the velo ity and two for the initial

position. Now, if these pairs
the

orrespond to the same moving obje t in dierent frames, then
4
orresponding points form lusters in R . As a onsequen e, the dete tion of pie es of

traje tories results in a
Let us

onsider

M

luster dete tion problem.

data points,

X1 ,

...,

XM

in

R4 , ea

h

position,velo ity), possibly dete ted at dierent instants.
as in [15℄, an

a ontrario

orrespond to a

orresponding to a

ouple (initial

Following the same argument

method is adopted: assume all the pairs are

asual, and do not

oherent traje tory. Then, it is sound to assume that the

Xi are independent

and identi ally distributed a

ording to a probability distribution to be spe ied. It is very

unlikely that an important proportion of the Xi 's an be observed in a single small region
4
of R . Whenever this is a tually observed, then the hypothesis that the Xi are random
is

ertainly false, and some of them should be grouped. Natural questions arise, that are

answered in this paper: how many groups are there (if any)? Whi h groups are relevant? Is
it possible to quantify the meaningfulness of a group of points? How to sele t among nested
groups?
The outline of the paper is the following. Se tion 2 presents some related work. Se tion 3
des ribes how to extra t lo al motion measurements based on image features and how to
map them in an adequate motion grouping spa e.

Se tion 4 introdu es the

grouping method and details its appli ation to the dete tion of

a ontrario

oherent motions. Se tion 5

experimentally validates the theory. Con lusion and perspe tives are given in Se tion 6.
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Related work

Dierent approa hes to exhibit temporal motion
developed.

oheren e in image sequen es have been

A rst group of methods, attempts to dire tly analyze the

hara teristi s of

motion over time or to extra t some stru tures from the spa e-time volume dened by an
image sequen e. A se ond

lass of methods addresses the dete tion of

a grouping problem. Most of these methods la k an e ient

oherent motions as

lustering framework. Finally,

our method shares some ingredients with Stru ture From Motion methods, namely, the use
of image features and

lustering algorithms.

In [16℄, Wixson proposes to a

umulate dire tionally

onsistent opti al ow. An estimate

of the total image distan e moved by ea h pixel during the sequen e enables to dis riminate
between obje ts moving with a

onsistent dire tion and parasiti al motion. Gryn et al. [17℄

have spe ied even more pre ise motion templates, driven by the appli ation, in other words
trading generality for better

omputational e ien y. Dierent methods attempt to analyze

the spa e-time volume of image sequen es. For instan e, Ri quebourg and Bouthemy [18℄ as
well as Sarkar et al. [19℄ look for motion stru tures (typi ally alignments) in spatio-temporal
sli es.

The same type of idea is used by Kornprobst and Medioni [20℄ where traje tories

are the result of a vote.

Another approa h to

oherent motion dete tion developed by

Laptev et al. [21℄ is to exploit spa e-time interest points.

Fo using on the

odi

luttered environments. One of

motions enables for example to extra t pedestrians in

the most di ult issues in that

ontext is the automati

lass of peri-

omputation of robust dete tion

thresholds.
If lo al motion measurements are suitably parametrized, the dete tion of independent
oherent motions
a

an be viewed as a

lustering problem. Yuille and Grzywa z[22℄ proposed

lustering approa h after suitably representing visual patterns, and attempted to

the typi al

ongurations of visual motion. A

omplex observation would be a

lassify

ombination

of these elementary motion templates, that should be dete ted by a grouping pro edure.
However, their work remains formal with no

omputational theory.

Burgi et al.[23℄ pro-

pose a Bayesian framework along with a generative model of traje tory.

More re ently,

Gao et al.[24℄ worked on motion dete tion

via

using edge elements whi h are grouped a

ording to spatial proximity and motion persis-

ten e over time. The

lustering. Motion information is extra ted

lustering strategy relies on several user-set parameters. This

ertainly

harms the generality of the method.
The similarity of the ingredients involved in our method with those involved in Stru ture
From Motion (SFM) methods might be misleading.
on

The fo us of SFM methods is more

hara terizing the 3D geometry of the s ene than on dete ting

oherent motion patterns

[25, 26℄. The presen e of one or several moving obje ts is assumed and therefore the dete tion
issue is not addressed.

Furthermore, the features dete ted in the image sequen es need

to be tra ked through all the sequen e [27, 28℄.
to meet in the presen e of o
usually rely on spe tral
algebrai

This requirement is obviously di ult

lusions or noisy image sequen es.

lustering for the

lustering step. This

Fa torization methods

lustering method, based on

matrix manipulations, is known to be very sensitive to noise. Other methods rely

on iterative optimization methods to build
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or K-means [29℄. These methods require the number of
the results are sensitive to initialization.

lusters to be spe ied. Moreover,

An alternative is to resort to model sele tion

to determine the number of moving obje ts.

In [30℄, a rank

onstraint is developed to

estimate the number of moving obje ts. Torr and Murray [31℄ propose a sto hasti

lustering

method to group lo al motion measurements from several moving obje ts based on 3D
geometry. They address the dierent issues of
and merging of

lustering, namely

lusters. Their method relies on the

luster validity assessment

ombination of several heterogeneous

riteria involving several parameters. Their method is based on two frames and the
is therefore rather based on shape than on motion

3

lustering

oheren e over time.

Image features and lo al displa ements measurements

The features to be extra ted from images must be lo al (be ause of possible partial o

lu-

sions), stable, and invariant enough to the deformations an obje t may en ounter through
a sequen e (approximate rigid motion,

ontrast

hange...). Dierent type of features meet

these requirements:



Similarity Invariant Pie es of Level Lines (SIPLL) [11℄,



SIFT des riptors [12℄,



KLT features [13℄.

The reader is referred to these arti les for the exa t denition and the

omputation of these

features.

The three types of

Ea h type of features has its advantages and drawba ks.

features tested dier in terms of invarian e to geometri al transformations, dis riminative
power and

omputational load. The rst type of features is a lo al pie e of

ontrasted level

lines (isophotes), as detailed in [32℄. The main advantage is that its asso iated representation
is invariant with respe t to

ontrast

hange and similarity transformations. When the image

resolution is ne enough, this rst type of features is a
with edges. On the other hand, the

urate sin e level lines lo ally

oin ide

omputational load is a bit heavy. Besides, satisfying

the largest invarian e group is useful when attempting to mat h images if there is no

priori knowledge that they have some

ontent in

ommon. When mat hing two

a

onse utive

images in a video, requiring su h a degree of invarian e may be unne essary. The se ond
type of features are SIFT des riptors [12℄.
and less intuitive from a geometri

They are slightly less invariant than SIPLL,

point of view but faster to

very e ient for mat hing multiple views of a single s ene.

ompute. They have proved
Still in de reasing order of

omplexity and invarian e are KLT features [13, 33℄ obtained by

orrelation of pat hes

around interest points (Harris points [34℄ in the original version). In
and SIFT des riptors, the KLT extra tion framework in ludes the

ontrast with SIPLL

omputation of a lo al

displa ement ve tor. Let us point out that our dete tion method is independent of the type
of features and

ould therefore easily adapt to other type of features.

Given a pair of su

essive images of the sequen e at time instants

of these features enables to

ompute lo al motion measurements. In the

t

and

t + 1,

any

ase of SIPLL or

INRIA
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SIFT des riptors, a displa ement measurement is obtained by mat hing a feature in the rst
frame with its best

orresponding feature in the next frame. Of

ourse, when looking for

a mat h, the whole image does not need to be explored. Sin e obje t displa ements in the
image are limited (typi ally less than 10 pixels between two

onse utive frames), fo using

on a neighborhood of the feature position in the rst image is su ient. For example, it is
reasonable to restri t the mat hing pro ess to features in the se ond frame within a distan e
of 20 pixels from the position of the feature in the rst frame. Now, the dieren e between

xt+1 at time instant t + 1 provides the displa ement
v is dire tly omputed by an optimization pro ess
4
ref
ref = x − t v.
involving both image frames [13℄. Let us dene the ve tor (x , v) ∈ R by x
t
ref
By rst order approximation, the velo ity v is onstant and x
would be the theoreti al
initial position of the feature at time instant t = 0. This hypothesis is sound if the duration
the position

v.

xt

at time instant

t

and

For KLT features, the displa ement

of observation is short enough. Moreover, let us point out that the aim is not to measure
a

urately the

hara teristi s of motion, but only to robustly dete t pie es of traje tories.

Hen e, this hypothesis does not need to be satised very a

urately.

Now, a part of the same moving obje t at dierent time instants, or dierent parts of
the same moving obje t should lead to approximately the same values of initial position
and velo ity. Therefore, lo al motion measurements are a

umulated over several su

pairs of frames. The total number of frames should be large enough so that

essive

lusters

on-

tain a su ient number of data points in order to be dete ted. The total observation time
should remain low so that the rst order approximation on the traje tory remains valid.
Typi ally, the number of frames involved ranges from 3 to 30.

Let us emphasize that a

given feature does not need to be tra ked through all the frames. This makes the proposed
method robust to noise, appearan e

hanges, as well as partial and global o

s hemati ally des ribes how lo al displa ement measurements
lowing traje tories lead to

lusters in the four-dimensional grouping spa e

motion measurements in the images

lusions. Fig. 1

orresponding to obje ts fol-

(xref , v).

orresponding to the same traje tory a

ref

Lo al

umulate and

lusters in the grouping spa e (x , v). Fig. 2 displays the two-dimensional proje tions
ref
4
of the ouples (x , v) ∈ R extra ted from 10 su essive frames of a highway surveillan e

form

sequen e. The middle plot
tal

orresponds to

xref ,

i.e., the verti al

oordinates vs. the horizon-

oordinates of the theoreti al initial position. The right plot

oordinates of

v,

orientation vs.

magnitude.

Three

lusters in

orresponds to the polar

R4

an be distinguished

orresponding to the three moving obje ts that appear in the s ene displayed in the left
image. Automati ally dete ting

lusters in this four-dimensional grouping spa e results in

dete ting the independent motion patterns that are temporally
three moving obje ts. Lo al motion measurements

oherent, in other words the

orresponding to the ba kground of the

s ene are s attered in position and velo ity dire tion but highly
4
magnitude 0. They do not form a distin t luster in R .
In order to deal with mobile

on entrated at velo ity

ameras, dominant motion estimation and motion

ompen-

sation are applied. A general and robust dominant motion estimation algorithm is applied
[35℄. The dominant motion is identied with

amera motion. This identi ation is possible

under some hypotheses su h as the image size of the moving obje ts and the absen e of
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signi ant depth dis ontinuities in the ba kground. These hypotheses are usually veried in
typi al surveillan e videos. On e the
ments

amera motion is

ompensated, lo al motion measure-

orresponding to the ba kground display almost null velo ity exa tly as in the stati

amera

ase.

Sin e the

omputational load of the grouping pro edure dire tly depends on the number

of lo al motion measurements, dis arding lo al motion measurements that obviously belong
to the ba kground dramati ally saves
ba kground measurements

omputation time. Two simple strategies to dis ard

an be adopted. If for ea h image of the sequen e a dete tion

map is available that indi ates whi h regions of the image belong to the ba kground and
whi h regions are moving, only features
For example, su h a dete tion map

orresponding to moving regions

an be pro essed.

an be obtained by applying an automati

moving region

dete tion as proposed in [36℄. This strategy is preferred when working with SIPLL or SIFT
des riptors. The other strategy

onsists in dis arding all features with an estimated inter-

frame velo ity magnitude smaller than a given threshold, typi ally 1 pixel. This threshold
orresponds to the image sampling rate and is not very demanding. This se ond strategy
is preferred when working with KLT features.
belonging to the ba kground are termed
the task of the

Features remaining after dis arding those

moving features.

When applied to

lustering pro edure is to dete t groups of features

obje t moving independently and

moving features,

orresponding to ea h

onsistently over time. A similar ba kground subtra tion

strategy is adopted in [28℄.

4

Coherent motion dete tion by

This se tion presents an e ient

a ontrario

lustering

lustering algorithm that enables to answer the questions
4
onsider a set of points {X1 , ..., XM } in R .

of Se tion 1.1 in a unied framework. Let us
Does this set

ontain any group? How many, and how meaningful are they? This problem is

one of the numerous forms of
propose sound

luster

luster analysis. While many

lassi al e ient te hniques [37℄

andidates, the above questions do not have a denitive answer. In

parti ular, it is di ult to make a robust de ision about the existen e of a group (known as
the problem of

validity), or whether it should be

ut into subgroups or not. This is pre isely

the problems this se tion deals with. Some ideas presented here have been somehow inspired
by Bo k [38℄ or more re ently by Gordon [39℄.
grouping, but for a
the sake of

A parallel work [15℄ develops a theory of

ompletely dierent appli ation, namely planar shape re ognition. For

ompleteness, the main results of this theory are developed here in the

ontext

of motion analysis.

4.1

Number of false alarms of a group and

The fa t that some of the
Sin e the

Xi 's may be a group reveals a la

luster validity

k of independen e of these points.

ause of the dependen e is unknown, modeling the probability of su h an event is

di ult. Hen e, the idea of the

a ontrario

de ision is that groups

an be dete ted as large

deviations from an independen e model. Let us introdu e the following

ba kground model.

INRIA
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Denition 1 A

ba kground model is dened as a sto hasti pro ess (X1 , . . . , XM ) whi h
omponents are independent and identi ally distributed (i.i.d.) with distribution π.

In other words, the

ba kground model

tions. This setting is generi . The

hypothesizes a random organization of the observa-

ase spe i

later.
Let

R ∈ R4

probability distribution

π

will be spe ied

Xi 's. Under the hypotheses of the ba kground
M data points {X1 , ..., XM } belong to R is
parameters k , M , and π(R)

be a region independent of the

model, the probability that at least k

out of the

given by the tail of a binomial law with

B(M, k, π(R)) =


M 
X
M
π(R)j (1 − π(R))M−j .
j

(1)

j=k
Let us assume that su h a region

R

ontaining

k

data points is observed.

probability happens to be very low, the observed data points
hypothesis. Of

ourse,

R

ertainly

If the above

ontradi t the i.i.d.

must be given before observing the data points. From now on, an

a priori nite set of regions R with

ardinality

|R| is

onsidered, typi ally hyper-re tangles,

entered on the origin.
Let us introdu e the following measure of meaningfulness.

Denition 2 Let G be a subset of {X1, ..., XM } of ardinality k, 2 6 k 6 M . The number
of False Alarms (NFA) of a group G is dened as
N F A(G) = M 2 · |R|

min

x∈G,R∈R
G⊂x+R

B(M − 1, k − 1, π(x + R)).

(2)

A group G is said to be ε-meaningful if N F A(G) 6 ε.
Before giving a mathemati al result explaining why this number is introdu ed, let us
explain how it is

omputed.

Let us examine the term whi h appears in the minimum

x + R is one of the possible regions of R, after entering at x, whi h is a point of
G. Hen e, B(M − 1, k − 1, π(x + R)) is the probability that at least k points (in luding x)
are inside x + R under the hypotheses of the ba kground model. Then, x and R are hosen
to minimize this probability. Let us remark that there are at most M |R| possible hoi es of
the ouple (x, R). The se ond fa tor M is explained in the following.

fun tion:

Let us also give a qualitative explanation of this denition.
onstant, the NFA measures the probability a
points of

G

belong to a region

the stronger the

entered at a point whi h is also in

ontradi tion to the

Up to a multipli ative

ording to the ba kground model that all the

G.

The lower the NFA,

ba kground model and the more meaningful the group.

The quantitative meaning is given by Proposition 1 in the following result se tion.

4.2

A set of

There are
group.

2M

andidate groups

subsets of

{X1 , ..., XM }.

Most of them are anyway

RR n° 6061

It is not possible to

ertainly irrelevant.

ompute the NFA of every possible
In order to drasti ally redu e the
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number of

andidate groups, a single linkage hierar hi al

The result is a binary in lusion tree.

M

root of the tree

ontains all the

reasonable set of

andidate groups

lustering pro edure is applied [37℄.

Ea h node of the tree is a

data points.

ould be

Other

onsidered. Single linkage hierar hi al

was adopted be ause it is well suited for pro essing elongated
stru ture of the binary tree of

andidate group.

The

lustering algorithms proposing a
lusters.

lustering

The hierar hi al

andidate groups is useful when dealing with

luster merging

issues as explained in the next se tion.

Remark
of

The hierar hi al lustering step does not solve the two problems at hand: number

lusters and meaningfulness or validity of ea h

partitions of the data set. From this pro edure,
than

2

luster. It only proposes a hierar hy of

M −1

andidate groups

ontaining more

points are proposed. It is then possible to prove the following result.

Proposition 1 If X1 , ..., XM are i.i.d. points from the distribution π, then the expe tation
of the number of ε-meaningful groups among any set of M andidate groups is less than ε.
In parti ular, the result holds for the set of
lustering pro edure, sin e there are less than
for a

andidate groups provided by the hierar hi al

M

andidates. We refer the reader to [15℄

G is ε-meaningful, if there is a
B(M − 1, k − 1, π(x + R)) 6 M 2ε|R| . Be ause the

omplete proof but let us give a short sket h. A group

ouple

(x, R)

su h that

G ⊂ x+R

and

number of points in a given region follows a binomial law, easy (but areful) al ulations
ε
show that the probability of the above event is less than
M 2 |R| . Now, for ea h andidate
group, at most

M |R|

tested. Sin e at most

possible

M

ongurations ( orresponding to the

hoi es of

x

and

R)

are

groups are tested, the result follows by additivity of the expe tation.

Set ε to a small
ε-meaningful group is observed, then han e alone is ertainly not a
it, sin e less than ε < 1 su h meaningful groups would be observed on

The interpretation of this result is more important than its proof.
value, less than 1. If an
good explanation for

average if the data is distributed a

ording to the

ba kground model. The lower the NFA,
ba kground model. Hen e,

the less likely it is that su h a group has been generated by the

the NFA provides a validity measure. In other words, the NFA is a
related to the average number of o
the

ba kground model:

the

onden e level dire tly

urren es of the observed event under the hypotheses of

the lower the NFA, the more relevant the observed event, the stronger

onden e in the dete tion. In general, the NFA of a meaningful group is mu h lower

than 1 (see Se t. 5).
The next important question is to sele t the right representation of a given set of data
points: should it be

4.3

Merging

onsidered as one large group or two smaller groups?

riterion

How to distinguish two

lose obje ts from a single large one in luding them both?

answer is often semanti , whi h is out of the s ope of this paper. We
of a

The

an think for instan e

ar taking over another one, with about the same velo ity, or two people walking
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together. However, if the velo ities are dierent enough, or if the obje ts are far enough
from ea h other, it should be possible to suitably separate observations into distin t groups.
In other terms, a merging
and

G2 ,

G

and a group

riterion is needed. Thus, let us

su h that

G1 ∪ G2 ⊂ G.

group is preferred if it is more unlikely to o

onsider two disjoint groups

G1

Following the Helmholtz prin iple, a single

ur a

ording to the

ba kground model than two

jointly observed groups. Hen e, an NFA must be dened for pairs of groups. Let us denote
by


the trinomial



oe ient. Assume that

π1 and π2 .
R2 is

probability
belong to

M
i, j

=

M!
,
i!j!(M − i − j)!

R1

and

R2

are two disjoint regions with respe tive

The probability that at least

M(M, k1 , k2 , π1 , π2 ) =

k1

points belong to

R1

and

k2

X M 
π i π j (1 − π1 − π2 )M−i−j .
i, j 1 2

points

(3)

i>k1
j>k2

Denition 3 The number of false alarms of the disjoint pair (G1 , G2 ) is dened as
N F Ag (G1 , G2 ) = M 4 |R|2 ·
min

x1 ,x2 ,R1 ,R2

( f. Appendix for te hni al details and exa t denition of
same kind of arguments as for Prop. 1, one

ε

pairs with

NFAs allows

N F Ag

less than

ε.

(4)

M(M − 2, k1 − 1, k2 − 1, π1 , π2 )
k1 , k2 , π1

and

π2 ).

Using the

an prove that, on average, there are less than

More interestingly, the normalization of probabilities into

omparisons between events of dierent nature, su h as groups and pairs of

groups, be ause the numbers of false alarms have

omparable magnitudes.

Denition 4 Let G be a subset of the M data points. A group G is said indivisible, if and
only if, for all pairs G1 and G2 su h that G1 ∩ G2 = ∅ and G1 ∪ G2 ⊂ G,
N F A(G) < N F Ag (G1 , G2 ).
The hierar hy provided by the tree of

andidate groups allows us to simplify the problem

of de iding to merge two small groups into a larger one. Indeed, sin e the tree of
is binary, this question

lusters

an be answered for two sibling nodes. The merging method is then

applied re ursively.

4.4

Pra ti al algorithm

So far, a group validity
if its NFA is less than

riterion and a merging

ε = 1.

The last point is that a group

RR n° 6061

riterion have been dened. A group is valid

It should not be split into two smaller groups if it is indivisible.
an be slightly enlarged by adding a few points.

Again,
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does this result in a better representation of the data ? This question is easily answered
by

omparing the NFAs of the groups through the binary in lusion tree provided by the

hierar hi al

lustering step.

Denition 5 A group G is said to be maximal ε-meaningful if
1. G is ε-meaningful
2. G is indivisible.
3. G is more meaningful than all its indivisible hild nodes.
4. for all indivisible parent nodes G′ , either N F A(G) < N F A(G′ ) or there exists another
indivisible hild node G′′ of G′ su h that N F A(G′′ ) < N F A(G′ ).
The last
group
than

ondition only ree ts that the tree is an asymmetri

graph and ensures that a

an eliminate smaller groups ( hild nodes) in the tree only if it is more meaningful

all

of them.

All these denitions may seem a bit formal. A tually, the implementation basi ally redu es to

ounting points in hyper-re tangles. Let us sum up the meaningful group dete tion

algorithm.
1.

Clustering step.

Given

M

data points,

by a hierar hi al single linkage

ompute the binary tree of

lustering algorithm.

Ea h node

andidate groups
orresponds to a

andidate group.
2.

Validity step.
(a)

ompute the region
that

(b)
3.

For ea h

π(x + R)

Merging step.

x + R, x ∈ G, R ∈ R

and tag

G

N F A(G1 )

and

4.

Final step.

G

ontaining all the points of

and su h

G1

and

x1 + R1

N F A(G) 6 ε.
G2 .

and

x2 + R2 ,

obtained in the

omputation

N F A(G2 ).

(b) Remove the points of
( ) Compute

as valid if

For ea h sibling pair

(a) Compute the interse tion of
of

G,

is minimal.

N F A(G)

ompute

andidate group

G1

and

G2

in this interse tion.

N F Ag (G1 , G2 ).

Explore the tree and dete t maximal meaningful groups a

ording to

Def. 5.
The last details to be spe ied are the
of regions

R.

more problem-spe i . In the
independent.

hoi e of the

a priori

distribution

Although the grouping method des ribed so far is generi , the
Of

π

and the set

hoi e of

ase at hand, position and velo ity of obje ts are

π

is

onsidered

ourse this is not true for real obje ts (for instan e, vehi les hopefully
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However, the

of all the observations.

a ontrario

13

hypotheses des ribe the absen e of

orrelation

Hen e, it is sound to assume that the velo ity and the position

are independent. Moreover, unless it has been spe ied by the appli ation, the position of
a moving obje t is arbitrary.

Hen e, the position distribution is assumed to be uniform.

No dire tion plays a parti ular role either. Hen e, the velo ity dire tion distribution is
◦
◦
hosen uniform in (0 , 360 ). The only problem is the norm of the velo ity. Without prior
knowledge, spe ifying a distribution for the velo ity magnitude is not obvious.

A simple

solution is to learn it on the data itself: the distribution of the velo ity magnitudes is given
by the empiri al histogram of the observed velo ity magnitudes.

This provides the right

order of magnitude and a fair enough distribution prole. Now, the joint distribution

π

of

the data points is simply the produ t of these four marginal distributions.
Sin e the four dimensions of the grouping spa e

(xref , v) are assumed un

orrelated, it does

make sense to

onsider regions whi h main dire tions are parallel to the axes of

Moreover, the

lusters that have to be found do not have any parti ular shapes. This results

in a set

R

of hyper-re tangles with quantized size in ea h dimension.

oordinates.

The set of regions

R

is dened as a set of hyper-re tangles, whi h sizes in ea h dimension are the terms of a
k
geometri progression of the type a0 r , for some xed a0 and r > 1. If k is onstrained
N
N
to 0 6 k 6 K and the data belongs to R , then |R| = K . In pra ti e, K = 20. Its
pre ise value does not have a large inuen e on dete tion results and
parameter. The value of

a0

depends on the a

ura y of the

velo ity magnitude, velo ity orientation). Therefore,
pixel/frame for velo ity magnitude and
spe i

values of

a0

is not a sensitive

a0 = 1 pixel

for initial position,

degrees for velo ity orientation.

a0 = 1

Again, the

do not have a strong inuen e on the dete tion results as long as the

proposed set of regions

5

0.5

K

onsidered dimension (position,

R

reasonably des ribes the grouping spa e

(xref , v).

Experimental results

This se tion presents results for the proposed
various image sequen es.

oherent motion dete tion method applied to

The rst experiment aims at

he king the validity of the ba k-

ground model and the robustness to false alarms. The se ond set of experiments illustrates
the grouping of lo al motion measurements obtained by mat hing the more des riptive features : Similarity Invariant Pie es of Level Lines (SIPLL) and SIFT des riptors. The

luster

dete tion algorithm is applied on e to all the lo al displa ement measurements and on e to

moving features

only ( f.

Se tion 3), without signi ative dieren es in the results.

third set of experiments relies on lo al displa ement measurements

The

omputed with the KLT

te hnique. The last experiment shows how the method enables to group displa ement measurements

5.1

orresponding to moving obje ts undergoing o

Che king the

In order to

lusion.

ba kground model

he k the relevan e of the spe ied

a ontrario

model, the rst experiment

involves an image sequen e in whi h lo al motion measurements display no

RR n° 6061
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independen e of the lo al motion measurements agrees with the spe ied
As a

onsequen e, no

ba kground model.

oherent motion should be dete ted. This rst experiment also intends

to test the robustness to false alarms of the method. Therefore, the rst video sequen e (see
Fig. 3)

orresponds to a moving water texture. The image sequen e

onsists of 100 frames

pro essed as 10 segments of 10 frames.
SIFT des riptors are mat hed in su
lo al displa ement measurements.
frames. The

essive frames as explained in Se tion 3 to obtain

Lo al motion measurements are a

lower row of Fig. 3. The automati

luster dete tion pro edure does not dete t any group

: no false alarm is raised. This agrees with the theory: with

ǫ

set to 1, less than one false

alarm is observed on average if the measurements are distributed a

model.
5.2

umulated over 10

orresponding data points in the motion grouping spa e are displayed in the

ording to the

ba kground

Experiments with similarity invariant pie es of level lines and
SIFT des riptors

After

he king the robustness to false alarms in the absen e of moving obje ts, let us dis uss

the results of the independent motion pattern dete tion method on several image sequen es
ontaining up to seven moving obje ts.
dete tion method
termed

moving features,

ba kground.

As explained in Se tion 3, the proposed group

an be applied to either all lo al motion measurements or only to a subset,
after dis arding measurements obviously belonging to the stati

Results are qualitatively equivalent while the

omputational burden of the

luster dete tion task is lightened.

5.2.1 Highway sequen e
The independent motion pattern dete tion method was applied to the highway sequen e
displayed in Fig. 2 using two types of features presented in Se tion 3, namely SIFT des riptors and SIPLL. Results of the

lustering pro edure with these dierent inputs are shown in

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. The three moving obje ts that appear in the sequen e are dete ted using
either type of features. SIPLL perform better in des ribing small shapes. When restri ting
the

lustering pro edure to the

left lane is dete ted.

moving SIPLL, even the small

This is not possible when

ba kground, sin e the speed of this
ba kground. The quantity

ar in the ba kground of the

lustering all SIPLL, in luding the stati

ar is too low. It is therefore merged with the stati

− log10 (N F A)

measures the

onden e in ea h dete ted

luster.

It in reases with the quantity (number of points) and quality (density) of the eviden e for
ea h

oherent motion.

luster

The elongated shape in the velo ity magnitude dimension of the

orresponding to the

ar that is the

losest to the

amera ree ts the variation of

the velo ity of the proje tions of the obje t points on the image plane. Taking into a
the s ene geometry would enable to obtain more

on entrated

ount

lusters.
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5.2.2 Parking lot sequen e
The se ond experiment shows rigid and non-rigid moving obje ts, respe tively a

ar and

a pedestrian. Lo al motion measurements are extra ted using SIFT des riptors. Again, a
stru tured des ription of the dynami

ontent of the s ene is

orre tly re overed. Here, the

onden e levels ree t the nature of the moving obje ts. The
ar whi h is a large rigid obje t has a

onden e level

onden e value is due to the large number of points in the
the velo ity dire tion. The
ontains less points.
the

luster

orresponding to the

100.

This high

luster and a high a

ura y of

lose to

orresponding to the smaller non-rigid moving pedestrian

Moreover, their

orresponding dire tions are less steady.

10.

onden e level is only about

Therefore,

Let us point out that the trees in the ba kground of

the s ene are moving be ause of a strong wind.
oherent when applying the

luster

− log10 (N F A)

This motion is

orre tly not dete ted as

lustering to all the features of the s ene.

5.2.3 Street sequen e
The third pro essed sequen e is again a typi al video surveillan e sequen e (Fig. 7). Several
moving obje ts are present in the s ene. From foreground to ba kground: a
down the left lane, a group of pedestrians is
lower
right

rosswalk, a

y list is moving

rossing the road from right to left on the

ar enters the s ene from the left, a pedestrian is moving up on the

rosswalk, another pedestrian is

rossing the street to the left on the upper

Finally at a distan e, a pedestrian is moving up on the left sidewalk and a
down in the left lane. This seven moving obje ts are
the

lustering pro edure to the

The asso iated

moving SIFT features

onden e levels

of the moving obje ts and the

− log(N F A)

rosswalk.

ar is moving

orre tly pi ked out when applying
extra ted from 20 su

essive frames.

range from 2 to 50 depending on the size

hara teristi s of their motion (magnitude of displa ement,

steadiness of dire tion). Small moving obje ts (single pedestrians) or obje ts that appear
only in the rst frames (the

y list exits the s ene at frame 10) have a low

between 2 and 5. The group of pedestrians on the lower
11 and the

ar has a

rosswalk has a

onden e level of 50. SIFT des riptors are preferred be ause of the low

quality of the image sequen e. Strong MPEG

ompression

auses the

be unstable. This perturbs the mat hing of SIPLL. For ea h
be

onden e level

onden e level of

ontours of shapes to

luster, the mean velo ity

an

omputed. This quantity is a good estimation of the motion of the obje ts as illustrated

by the rst row of Fig. 7. When applying the mean velo ity

omputed for ea h

luster to

the region dened in the referen e frame (here the rst frame), this region pre isely follows
the position of the moving obje ts in the su

essive frames.

Computation time greatly depends on the number of features involved whi h usually
in reases with the size of the image.
Fig. 4 (10 frames of size

des riptors

and to

352 × 288),

orresponding to

moving SIFT

luster the 51 pairs of features. Extra ting all the SIFT des riptors and

lustering takes about 20 se onds.

RR n° 6061
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Dis arding features
omputational

orresponding to the stati

ost of the

ba kground of the s ene de reases the

lustering pro edure through the redu tion of the number of

onsidered observations. It has almost no inuen e on the performan e of the method but
greatly simplies the grouping task.
The next subse tion presents results obtained with the KLT features and a dire t
putation of displa ements instead of resorting to

5.3

Experiments with

In this se tion, experiments

om-

orresponden es between features.

moving KLT features

arried out using KLT features are reported.

These features

are less des riptive than SIFT des riptors and SIPLL. However, the simpli ity and the low
omputational

ost of KLT features are very attra tive. In order to expli it this simpli ity,

a dierent way of dis arding ba kground features is preferred : features with a displa ement
lower than

1

pixel are eliminated after dominant motion

ompensation. This threshold is

hosen in order to agree with the spatial image sampling rate and is not very demanding.
Let us stress again that the aim of this step is to remove displa ements belonging to the
stati

ba kground in order to lighten the burden of the

lustering algorithm.

Among all

the measurements with su ient displa ement magnitude (larger than 1 pixel/frame), the
oherent motion dete tion algorithm groups those belonging to the same moving obje ts
and dis ards spurious motion measurements as outliers. The resulting algorithm is fast and
self- ontained.

5.3.1 Coastguard sequen e
The experiment on the Coastguard sequen e (Fig. 8) demonstrates the e ien y of our
oherent motion dete tion method. Two ships are

rossing ea h other. The

ing rst the smaller ship and then the larger one. The dete tion of
sequen e is rather

amera is tra k-

oherent motion on this

hallenging due to the presen e of a moving texture (water). Instanta-

neous motion dete tion te hniques (based on 2 or 3 frames, without any prior knowledge on
the s ene

ontent) should dete t water movements as moving regions.

The proposed
su

oherent motion dete tion method is applied on temporal segments of ve

essive frames. The method su

to ea h ship while observations

essfully groups the lo al motion measurements belonging
orresponding to water are dis arded as outliers. On this

short time interval (ve frames), su ient eviden e is gathered in favor of
order to dete t only motions displaying persistent
NFAs are already extremely low meaning that the

oherent motion in

hara teristi s over time. The asso iated
onden e in the dete tion is high.

5.3.2 Pedestrian sequen e
The next sequen e (Fig. 9 and Fig. 10)

ontains a pedestrian walking on a sidewalk and

illustrates the behavior of the dete tion method on arti ulated obje ts.

The

amera is

tra king the pedestrian. The tree and the bushes in the foreground are moving due to the

INRIA
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wind. Lo al motion measurements are a
is applied only to

moving features (

umulated over

In the rst part of the video, the uno

o

= 168).

frames. The

luster dete tion

f. Se tion 3).
luded torso of the pedestrian is dete ted as a

moving regions. The NFA is very low and thus the
(− log10 (N F A)
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onden e in the dete tion is very high

In the se ond part of the sequen e, the pedestrian is partially

luded by the bran hes of the tree. Only a few motion measurements are still available.

However, the pedestrian is still dete ted. Of
lower (− log10 (N F A)

= 24) ree

ourse, the

onden e in the dete tion is then

ting the fa t that there is less eviden e in favour of

oherent

motion.

5.4

Moving obje ts undergoing o

The last part of this experimental se tion is
o

lusion. The proposed

lusions
on erned with moving obje ts undergoing

oherent motion dete tion method su

lo al motion measurements before and after o

eeds in grouping together

lusion. The number of frames involved in

this experiments is larger (15-30 frames) in order to observe the obje ts before and after
o

lusion.

5.4.1 Car sequen e
This rst sequen e (Fig. 11) shows a
while tra king the

ar. The

ar passing behind a map sign. The

In the rst frame, only the ba k of the
ar appears in the image. The

ar is visible. In the last, only the front part of the

ar is never visible in its whole. Based on the proximity in

the velo ity spa e, all the measurements

orresponding to the

Due to the large number of measurements inside the
validity of the
the

amera is shaking

oherent motion dete tion pro edure is applied to 30 frames.

ar are

lustered together.

luster (451 points),

aused by the

onstant motion hypothesis and the long observation duration (30 frames),

onden e in this dete tion is extremely high,

−log10 (N F A) = 308.

5.4.2 Crossing pedestrian sequen e
The se ond sequen e, Fig. 12, is slightly more
one and gets o

luded. The

motion measurements are a
dete ted as undergoing
of them are

omplex: a pedestrian is

umulated through

15

su

essive frames. Both pedestrians are

oherent motions. The lo al motion measurements belonging to ea h

lustered into two separate groups. Outliers

orrespond to measurements due to

noise or measurements on the arms and legs having a periodi
su ient

5.5

rossing another

amera is hand held and is tra king the rst pedestrian. Lo al

motion that does not display

oheren e.

Number of frames involved in the dete tion pro ess

The number of frames during whi h motion information is a

umulated

an vary. Part of

this work was to study how long an image sequen e has to be examined in order to dete t
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groups of

oherent motion.

The

on lusion is that several fa tors inuen e the minimal

observation time : size of obje ts, image quality, validity of the rst order approximation
on the traje tory ( onstant velo ity).
required number of frames

oherent motion dete tion pro ess
the experimental

It turns out that under favorable

onditions, the

an be as small as 3 or 5. The number of frames involved in the
an be tuned a

ording to the spe i

appli ation and

onditions:



3-5 frames: instantaneous motion dete tion enfor ing motion



5-10 frames: short-term

oherent motion dete tion;



10-30 frames: long-term

oherent motion dete tion, espe ially in the

Let us point out that in all

oheren e;

ase of o

lusions.

ases the observation time remains short: less than one se ond

for 30 frames/se ond video.

6

Con lusions and perspe tives

This paper presents a method to dete t independent
quen es. The automati

motion

oherent motion patterns in image se-

lustering of lo al motion measurements leads to a general

dete tion algorithm.

oherent

The result is a stru tured des ription of the dynami

s ene

ontent: number of moving obje ts, position, magnitude and dire tion of their displa ements, i.e., lo al traje tories.
false alarms and asso iates a

The proposed framework enables to

ontrol the number of

onden e level to ea h dete ted independent motion pattern.

The lo al motion measurements are extra ted by means of

hara teristi

image features.

Possible types of image features are: similarity invariant pie es of level lines, SIFT des riptors or KLT features. Results on various real image sequen es illustrate the ability of the
method to dete t temporally

onsistently moving obje ts ( ars, pedestrians) without be-

ing distra ted by moving textures (water, leaves). Future work will aim at extending the
proposed method to 3D motion models. If the s ene geometry is known it
porated into the model to take into a

ould be in or-

ount variation of the proje ted velo ity due to depth

hanges of moving obje ts. As for the lo al traje tories provided as an output of the method,
they

ould be ome useful for long term traje tory analysis. Further work on the

algorithm itself

onsists in pro essing partial trees in order to redu e

The des ription of the s ene provided by this method

lustering

omputation time.

ould be ome useful for surveillan e,

a tivity re ognition, as well as robot navigation.

Appendix
The rigorous denition of an NFA for a pair of disjoint groups (Def. 3) requires the following

G1 and G2 be two disjoint sets of points and onsider two regions
x2 + R2 entered at x1 ∈ G1 and x2 ∈ G2 . Although the groups are

te hni al pre autions. Let
of the type

x1 + R1

and
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disjoint, these regions may interse t. Let

k1 = |G1 \(x2 + R2 )|
be the number of points of

G1

(resp.

G2 )

and

k2 = |G2 \(x1 + R1 )|

that are not in

x2 + R2

(resp.

x1 + R1 ).

Let also

π1 = π((x1 + R1 )\(x2 + R2 ))
be the probability that one point belongs to
let

π2 = π((x2 + R2 )\(x1 + R1 )).

x1 + R1

x2 + R2 . Symmetri ally,
(G1 , G2 ) is then given by

while avoiding

The NFA of the disjoint pair

Eq. (4).

N F Ag (G1 , G2 )
x1 +R1 and x2 +R2 that have already been obtained in the omputation
N F A(G2 ) are onsidered. Moreover, not all the possible pairs of disjoint

In pra ti e, the following simpli ations are applied. First, in order to ompute
(Def. 4), the regions
of

N F A(G1 ) and
G are tested

subsets of

by the hierar hi al

but only those appearing in the tree of

andidate groups provided

lustering step.
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I2

I1

I0

θv

xref

rv

Figure 1: Lo al motion measurements and orresponding data points in the grouping spa e. Top
row : lo al motion measurements omputed for 3 su essive frames. Bottom row : Corresponding
data points (xref , v) in the grouping spa e. The velo ity v is represented with polar oordinates

v = (rv , θv )
.
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Figure 2: Left image : three moving obje ts are per eptible, in the left lane a white van, in the
right lane a white van and a gray tru k. Middle and right plots : two-dimensional proje tions of
four-dimensional ouples (xref , v), olumn vs. line of the initial position and velo ity dire tion vs.
velo ity magnitude. The three moving obje ts form three distin tive lusters in R4 (plotted with
dierent grey levels). Elements belonging to the stati ba kground appear as a large elongated
luster with almost zero velo ity magnitude and no distin t dire tion.

Figure 3:

Moving texture of sea-waves.

supposed to follow the

ba kground model.

In this rst sequen e motion measurements are
The absen e of

oherent motion is obvious. The

100 images of the sequen es are pro essed as bat hes of 10 frames. As expe ted, no
is dete ted, all data points are

luster

lassied as outliers.
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Figure 4: Clustering results on two dierent sets of data points extra ted from 10 frames of the
highway sequen e (Fig. 2). The four-dimensional motion parameter spa e is represented by the
two two-dimensional subspa es orresponding to initial position (left olumn) and displa ement
magnitude and orientation (right olumn). First row, all SIFT des riptors. Se ond row, moving
SIFT des riptors only ( f. Se tion 3). The onden e levels − log(N F A) of ea h dete ted group
appear in the legend on the right. The three moving obje ts are dete ted.
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Clustering results on two dierent sets of data points extra ted from 10 frames of the
highway sequen e ( f. Figure 2). The four-dimensional motion parameter spa e is represented by
the two two-dimensional subspa es orresponding to initial position (left olumn) and displa ement
magnitude and orientation (right olumn). First row, all SIPLL. Se ond row, moving SIPLL only.
The lusters orresponding to the three moving obje ts are dete ted. Using moving SIPLL, even
a fourth obje t is extra ted. It orresponds to the ar in the ba kground of the left lane whi h is
hardly per eptible and di ult to des ribe using features. The onden e levels − log(N F A) of the
dete ted groups appear in the legend on the right.
Figure 5:
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First row: rst (t=1) and last (t=10) input frames. In the left image, the bla k re tangles
delineate the regions asso iated to the lusters when grouping moving SIFT des riptors. In the right
image, the regions extra ted in the referen e frame (rst frame) are simply moved a ording to the
mean motion of the luster points. The se ond row presents the two-dimensional proje tions of the
four-dimensional motion spa e when onsidering all the SIFT des riptors of ea h image. The third
row ontains the lustering results when onsidering only moving SIFT des riptors. Results with
these two options are similar. Clustering only the moving features (third row) is of ourse faster.
The onden e levels − log(N F A) of the dete ted groups appear in the legend on the right.
Figure 6:
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Figure 7: Street sequen e : Frame 1, 10 and 20. In frame 1, re tangles orrespond the regions
asso iated to ea h luster. For frames 10 and 20, the regions are shifted a ording to the mean
motion omputed from ea h luster. This motion estimation is qualitatively satisfying sin e the
re tangles follow the real motion of the obje ts. The onden e levels (− log(N F A)) range from 2
for small slowly moving obje ts to 50 for the ar.
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Figure 8: Coastguard sequen e.

Results on two segments of ve frames at two dierent

time instants. Both ships are dete ted a

urately and with high

onden e. Lo al motion

measurements on the water and on the wake of the smaller boat are reje ted as outliers.
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Figure 9: Pedestrian sequen e. Lo al motion measurements are a
frames. The pedestrian is dete ted as a

umulated on 10 su

essive

oherent moving region. The os illating motion of

the twigs of the tree and of the bushes is not dete ted as

oherent over time
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Figure 10: Pedestrian sequen e. The pedestrian is now partially o
ient eviden e for
from

oherent motion is still available. The

−log10 (N F A) = 168

partially o
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without o

luded by twigs.

lusion to

31

luded. However, su-

onden e in the dete tion de reases

−log10 (N F A) = 24

when the pedestrian is
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Figure 11: Car sequen e. The

ar is o

whole. Lo al motion measurements are

luded by the signpost. The
omputed from

30

su

motion dete tion method enables to group motion measurements
and to the ba k of the

ar, thus, obtaining a

ar is never visible in its

essive frames. Our

oherent

orresponding to the front

omplete des ription of the

ar traje tory.
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Figure 12:
another.

Pedestrians

The

rossing sequen e.

One pedestrian gets

ompletely o

amera is hand held and is tra king the further pedestrian.

tion measurements are

omputed from

15

su

essive frames.

to the two pedestrians are dete ted with very high

−log10 (N F A) = 253.
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Two

onden e,

lusters

luded by
Lo al mo-

orresponding

−log10 (N F A) = 154

and
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